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BENEFITS OF ERP 

 To say in short, DNS  ERP systems integrate all business 

management functions, including planning, inventory/materials 
management, engineering, order processing, manufacturing, 
purchasing, accounting and finance, human resources, and more.  

 India's leading web-based ERP solution provider DNS  ERP even 

offers mobile capabilities so that you can always have a finger on the 

pulse of your business activities.  
 The biggest advantage of an ERP system is with its real time 

capabilities and the ability to see what is going on with your 
company as it happens. It is handy when you deal with high volume 
of business process. With an ERP system, your company will never 

have inventory shortages or wasted time spent transferring files.  

An ERP system provides the solid operational backbone. The system 
enables the Manufacturer to function promptly, which will enable 
you to improve the volume of production and fulfillment of orders 

while reducing costs. By optimizing manufacturing and distribution 
operations with ERP, you are also able to focus on new business 

opportunities 

Here is a quick look at the benefits the DNS  ERP system has to 

offer :-  

 Streamlining processes and workflows with a single integrated 

system.  
 Reduce redundant data entry and processes and on the other 

hand it shares information across various Departments.  
 Establish uniform processes that are based on recognized best 

business practices  

 Improved workflow and efficiency  
 Improved customer satisfaction based on improved on-time 

delivery, increased quality, shortened delivery times  

 Reduced inventory costs resulting from better planning, tracking 
and forecasting of requirements  

 Turn collections faster based on better visibility into accounts and 
fewer billing and/or delivery errors  

 Decrease in vendor pricing by taking better advantage of quantity 

breaks and tracking vendor performance  
 Track actual costs of activities and perform activity based costing  
 Provide a consolidated picture of sales, inventory and receivables  
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 DNS  ERP offers the functionality you need to increase efficiency 

across your enterprise.  
 Completing daily task efficiently - Business automation  
 Integrating department for real time collaboration and security.  

 Linking departments and/or branches, factory, sales, purchase, 
despatch/delivery, supply chain management spread across 

different geographical location on real time basis.  
 Uniform monitoring system for customer, suppliers, vendors and 

partners  

 Managing organized and streamlined business process - 
purchase, sales, Inventory, billing, production, receipt, payment, 
HR, Taxation, Excise and Exports.  

 Keeping day-to-day track of sales, dispatches & payments  
 Calculating accurate production costing and a more scientific 

manner. 
 Accessing consolidation financial information  
 Accessing daily report without depending on anyone.  

 Timely Delivery and reducing inventory yet maintaining 
production cost.  

 Maintaining best practices and introducing Industry best 

practices  
 Ensuring that everyone in the organization is responsible and 

accountable  

Some of the main features of the DNS ERP Software 

 100% accuracy of Data. As all the department documents are 
tightly linked with Organization Logic in place, there is no way 

that user can make mistakes rather system will not allow to enter 
erroneous data. Hence you can rely on data to take financial 

decisions without much ado. 
 Reduction in duplicacy of data entry. Most of the entries are 

posted by DNS  System automatically. Eg. When user enters 

material receipt, system automatically posts 3 entries viz. (i) Stock 
is updated; (ii) Vendor Payable ledger is posted and (iii)  Tax 

Payable accounts are posted. These would have otherwise 
required 3 different entries to be entered into the system which 
invariably results in reducing costly Human resources for 

mundane activities. 
 Important Documents defined by Management cannot be passed 

until and unless approved by Authorised Person. This is helpful to 
ensure that vital Documents are not sent out without auditing. 

 Just-In-Time (JIT) Management of Inventory : Will ensure that 

your capital is not stuck up unnecessarily in buying excess 
Inventory. 

 Physical presence of Management not required in Office to 

Manage Approve/or get MIS reports. You can access all Data 
while your are on the move. You can quote Rate instantly in front 
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of your customer as you have got real time data and costing with 
best competitive rate, giving you that extra edge vis-a-vis your 

competitors. 
 Management can get vital MIS reports like Overall performance of 

Sales compared with previous years, projections, Pending 
Projects, estimated date of completion, Budgeted vs actual 
expenses extra within 60 Seconds. 

 Better Customer relationship Management.- As the planning of 

Orders is done scientifically, you will be able to deliver as 
committed. 

 Security of Data is maintained by providing appropriate access 

rights 
 You can expect a return on investment of 10-15% within the 

1st year of use itself, in terms of reduced Inventories, 
reduced Lead Times, better Project Execution and Order 

fulfillment leading to better CRM, Cost reductions and better 
productivity, plus a host of intangible benefits such as 

customer & employee satisfaction, improved response time, 
etc.  

 In addition to the above you also enjoy a 30% depreciation 

on the software. 

 Overall, you should get return on your investment in the very first 

full year of Going Live. 
 



 

 


